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Look at this case no RC-05/2012/NIA/DLI of NIA.

According to it Khalsa Aid was providing fund to terrorist organization Babar

Khalsa International (BTI)

Same organization is providing all support at ground level in Farmer protest! But

case is still under investigation.
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NIA has been unable to probe in this case because UK is not supporting.
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Due to this case on them, they have transfer it to ‘ Khalsa Aid Internation’ from ‘Khalsa Aid’

Now Just look at how much fund they have in ‘White’ till March 2019.

Just Convert into INR!!

And imagine how much they may have been in ‘ Black’!



So what is their plan is? And how they are working in India?

Let’s see

They provide aid to Syrian refugees and Rohingya Muslims to get support and fund from Islamic countries included

Pakistan.

This is cartel no 2

To hide their actual goal, in between they also have done some other camp. E.g. Chennai flood



They are also running their branches in all neighbor countries of India so when they want to form Khalistan they can get

support!!

Now also please see some of the tweets of Ravi Sing who is head and founder of Khalsa Aid

You will understand about his ideology.



On Ram Mandir

They have also supported #CAA Protest and served tea to students of Jamia Millia Islamia university during Delhi Protest.

So they have clear agenda which we can see easily.



In this Farmer protest they are serving all the things with micro planning. Which is not possible without proper long term

planning.

Let’s some of the service which they are providing to Protesters.

Shelter home, footwear, bathing and hygiene kits, Fogging



fire extinguishers, Portable washrooms and Toilets! And much more



In last just see the pinned tweet of them!! You will find similar propaganda



Now Question is that how an organization can run when they have already case pending with NIA on charges of terrorism?

There is so much to expose about this organization but it is not possible to write in a thread.

Now please let this thread reach to everyone so everyone can see the reality of this so cold humanitarian Organization!

And yes cartel of singers is promoting them heavily as per their planning.



Request everyone to share it maximum please.

Please tag big RW accounts. So with help of them this can be reach to everyone.■■■
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